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Abstract

We study the problem of routing and scheduling requests of limited durations in all-optica
works with restrictions on the number of available wavelengths on each link. The task is servic
requests, assigning each of them a route from source to destination, a starting time and a wa
with the goal of minimizing the overall time needed to serve all requests. We study the relati
between this problem and minimum path coloring and we show how to exploit known resu
path coloring to derive approximation scheduling algorithms for meshes, trees and nearly-Eu
uniformly high-diameter graphs. We also propose different approximation algorithms for stars
and in trees of rings.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Scheduling a set of communication requests (calls in the following) in an all-optical
network requires to assign a route, a wavelength chosen from a set of limited size
starting time to each call, with the constraint that no pair of calls using the same wavelen
may simultaneously use the same link.
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All-optical networks allow very high transmission rates due to both Wavelength Divi-
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sion Multiplexing (WDM) and the avoidance of opto-electronic conversions. WDM all
the concurrent transmission of multiple data streams on the same optical fiber, subjec
constraint that different data streams use different wavelengths when using the same opt
link at the same time and in the same direction[5,11,17]. The avoidance of opto-electron
conversions is guaranteed by optical switches, directly acting on the optical signa
optical switches we consider in this paper can direct an incoming data stream on any
available wavelengths to any of their outgoing links on the same wavelength.

In this paper, we consider calls of limited durations (different calls may have diffe
durations) and we address the problem of scheduling calls in order to minimize the o
time required to serve all of them. This problem is known asMINIMUM CALL SCHEDUL -
ING [4].

Related work Scheduling a set of communication requests in a network in ord
achieve minimum completion time is a widely studied problem in several network m
[7–9,12,15,16]. Concerning all-optical networks, so far the problem has been mostly
sidered neglecting call durations (i.e., considering them infinite). In this respect, a p
problem in the literature concerns the minimization of the number of wavelengths u
serve a set of connections having infinite durations. This problem is often referred
MINIMUM PATH COLORING. It has been considered in the off-line setting in trees[10,19],
in mesh networks[18], in uniformly, high-diameter nearly-Eulerian graphs[14]. In the
on-line setting, it has been studied in[2,3].

In [1] the authors propose algorithms to minimize the number of rounds necessary
schedule a set of unitary duration calls in a mesh. They also show that any perm
can be routed in one round if the number of wavelengths is O(log2 m/β2), whereβ is the
edge-expansion of the network andm is the number of vertices. Call scheduling was mai
considered in the non optical case. Erlebach and Jansen study the problem in stars, tre
meshes and rings, both in the on-line and the off-line case[7–9]. In particular, they pro-
pose constant approximation algorithms for stars and O(logm)-approximation algorithm
for trees (wherem is the number of nodes). These results can be directly extended
framework we are considering. The scheduling of calls of limited durations in all-op
networks has been considered in[4] for chains and rings; the authors propose approxi
tion algorithms with ratios 5 and 12+ ε respectively.

Results of the paper In this paper, we consider both the case in which the graph is dire
and a call is an ordered pair of vertices requiring a directed path, and the similarly defin
undirected case. We observe that the former model is more realistic[11], while the latter is
more frequently used in the literature in the context ofMINIMUM PATH COLORING.

In Section 3we show how to transform a solution for the one wavelength case
one for thek wavelengths case, and then we study the relationship betweenMINIMUM

CALL -SCHEDULING and MINIMUM PATH COLORING. If m and∆ denote, respectively
the number of vertices in the graph and the ratio between the durations of the l
and the shortest call, then the above results and those of[10,14,18,19]allow to obtain the
following for MINIMUM CALL -SCHEDULING: an Ølog∆ · poly(log logm) approximation
algorithm for meshes in the undirected case, an Ølog∆ · logm-approximation algorithm
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in undirected, nearly-Eulerian, uniformly high-diameter graphs and Ølog∆ approximation
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algorithms for trees, both in the directed and in the undirected case. However, the
nique we propose is general and can be always used to derive results forMINIMUM CALL

SCHEDULING from bounds forMINIMUM PATH COLORING.
In Sections 4we provide an alternative approximation algorithm for directed trees th

independent from the results onMINIMUM PATH COLORING. More in detail, we provide an
approximation preserving reduction that allows to extend the approximation results o[8,9]
for MINIMUM CALL SCHEDULING in undirected stars and a single available wavelen
to MINIMUM CALL SCHEDULING in directed stars; we also use this result to deriv
O(logm)-approximation algorithm for directed trees.

In Section 5trees of rings are considered. Trees of rings have practical relev
since they are realistic topologies for LAN interconnection networks[19]. We propose an
O(logr)-approximation algorithm for general trees of rings,r being the number of ring
in the tree. Furthermore, a constant approximation algorithm is presented for the pa
case of chains of rings.

For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we assume that all calls are released at t
However all results can be easily extended to the case of arbitrary release dates
expense of a factor 2 in the approximation ratio, by using the well-known result of[20].

2. Definitions

As far as directed graphs are concerned, in the followingG = (V ,A) denotes a simple
directed graph on the vertex setV = {v0, v1, . . . , vm−1} such that arc(vi , vj ) exists if and
only if arc (vj , vi) exists. Anetworkis a pair〈G,k〉 wherek is the number of availabl
wavelengths. Since a wavelength may also be viewed as a color, in the sequel we
termcolor instead of wavelength. Acall C = [(s, d), l(C)] is an ordered pair of vertice
s, d completed by an integerl(C) > 0 representing the call duration. More precisely,s is
the source vertex originating the data stream to be sent to the destinationd .

Similarly, in the undirected caseG = (V ,E) denotes a simple, undirected graph on
vertex setV = {v0, v1, . . . , vm−1} and on the edge setE and anetwork is a pair〈G,k〉
wherek is the number of available colors. Acall C = [{s, d}, l(C)] is now an unordere
pair of verticess, d completed by an integerl(C) > 0 representing the call duration.
this case,s andd represent a pair of vertices between which a communication has
established.

Given a directed (undirected) network〈G,k〉 and a setC of calls, arouting is a function
R :C → P(G), whereP(G) is the set of simple paths inG such that, for anyC ∈ C, R(C)

is a path connecting the source ofC to its destination (its end vertices in the undirec
case). Viewing a path as the set of its edges, we say that, given a routingR, C1,C2 ∈ C
conflict in R if R(C1) ∩ R(C2) �= ∅.

Given a directed (undirected) network〈G,k〉, a setC of calls and a routingR for
calls in C, a scheduleis an assignment of starting times and colors to calls such
at every instant no pair of calls with the same color use the same arc (edge).
formally, a schedule for a setC = {Ch: h = 1, . . . , n} of calls is a pair〈S,F 〉, where
S :C → [0,1, . . . ,

∑n
h=1 l(Ch)] is a function assigning starting times to calls andF : C →
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{1, . . . , k} is a function assigning colors to calls. In particular, each callCh has to be sched-
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uled for acontiguousinterval of l(Ch) time units starting atS(Ch), i.e., no preemption
is allowed.S andF must be such that, ifT = max1�h�k{S(Ch) + l(Ch)} then, for any
0 � t � T and for any(u, v) ∈ A ({u,v} ∈ E), no pair of calls with the same color us
(u, v) ({u,v}) at t . We callT themakespanof scheduleS.

In this paper we study theMINIMUM CALL -SCHEDULING problem (in short,MIN -CS),
defined as follows: given a directed (undirected) network〈G,k〉 and a setC = {Ch: h =
1, . . . , n} of calls, find a routing and a schedule forC having minimum makespan. Witho
loss of generality, we assume thatk < |C|: in fact, the casek � |C| makes the problem
a trivial one. Henceforth, an instance of the problem will be completely described b
pair〈〈G,k〉,C〉. For the sake of brevity, we sometimes write tree-MIN -CS, star-MIN -CSand
so forth to denote the problem restricted to a particular class of networks. In the spec
case of one available color,MIN -CS will be denoted asMIN -CS1. For ease of notation, a
instance ofMIN -CS1 will also be denoted by〈G,C〉. Whether the directed or the undirect
case is being considered will result clear from the context.

Given an instance ofMIN -CS and a routingR, theload LR(e) of edge (arc)e is defined
as the sum of the durations of calls that traversee. Notice that, ifL∗ = minR(maxe L(e)),
thenL∗/k is a natural lower bound to the makespan of any schedule for a given inst

In the remainder of this paper∆ will always denote the ratio between the durations
the longest and of the shortest calls inC andOPT the makespan of an optimum sched
for an instance〈〈G,k〉,C〉 of MIN -CS.

3. From MINIMUM PATH COLORING to MIN-CS

We present two theorems that allow the reduction ofMIN -CS to MINIMUM PATH COL -
ORING. Notice that the results hold both in the undirected and the directed case.

MINIMUM PATH COLORING has already been informally described in the introduct
It is now formally defined as follows: given an undirected graphG = (V ,E) and a setF
of source-destination pairs(sh, dh) in G, h = 1, . . . , n, find a setP of paths and a colorin
for paths inP , such that no pair of paths with the same color share the same edg
the overall number of colors is minimized.MINIMUM PATH COLORING may be similarly
defined in the directed case. Notice that, if calls have unit duration, thenMIN -CS1 in undi-
rected networks is isomorphic toMINIMUM PATH COLORING. The same observation hold
in the case of directed networks.

Theorem 3.1. If MINIMUM PATH COLORING is α-approximable thenMIN -CS1 is
2α(	log∆
 + 1) approximable.

Proof. Let 〈G,C〉 be an instance ofMIN -CS1 andA an α-approximation algorithm fo
MINIMUM PATH COLORING.

We transform the instance〈G,C〉 of MIN -CS1 into a set of	log∆
 + 1 instances o
MINIMUM PATH COLORING. To this aim, we partition the setC into 	log∆
 + 1 subsets
C1, . . . ,C	log∆
+1 as follows. We first round up the duration of each call to the next hig
power of 2 and we normalize the shortest duration to 1. Then, we assign calls of duratio
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2i−1 to Ci , i = 1, . . . , 	log∆
 + 1. In this way we obtain	log∆
 + 1 instances〈G,Ci〉,
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i = 1, . . . , 	log∆
 + 1, of MINIMUM PATH COLORING.
AlgorithmA is then separately and independently applied to the	log∆
 + 1 instances

of MINIMUM PATH COLORING just derived. Denote byRi andSi the functions assigning
respectively, paths and colors to calls inCi found by the application ofA to 〈G,Ci〉, and let
ri denote the number of colors determined byA for 〈G,Ci〉, i = 1, . . . , 	log∆
 + 1. Set,
for all i = 1, . . . , 	log∆
 + 1 and for eachC ∈ Ci ,

R(C) = Ri(C), and

S(C) = Si(C) · 2i−1 +
i−1∑
j=1

rj · 2j−1.

This provides a feasible call schedule for the original instance〈G,C〉 of MIN -CS1.
SinceA is anα-approximation algorithm and a factor 2 is lost in rounding call du

tions, the so built call schedule has makespan at most 2α(	log∆
+ 1) times the makespa
of an optimum call schedule.�
Theorem 3.2. If there exists a polynomial-timeα-approximation algorithm forMIN -CS1,
there also exists a polynomial-time2α-approximation algorithm forMIN -CS.

Proof. Let 〈〈G,k〉,C〉 be an instance ofMIN -CS and let〈G,C〉 be the corresponding in
stance ofMIN -CS1. Denote byS and T , respectively, anα-approximation schedule fo
〈G,C〉 and its completion time. The following algorithm produces a scheduleSk for
〈〈G,k〉,C〉 from S:

Algorithm from_1_to_k_colors
input: G,C, k, a scheduleS for 1 wavelength;
output: a schedule〈Sk,F 〉 for 〈G,C, k〉;
begin

for j := 1 to k do
begin

Dj := {C: C ∈ C ∧ S(C) ∈ [(j − 1)T /k, jT /k)};
Assign colorj to calls inDj : F(C) = j for each C ∈ Dj ;
for any callC ∈ Dj do

Sk(C) := S(C) − (j − 1)T /k;
end
Output〈Sk,F 〉;

end.

Clearly, sincek � |C|, algorithmfrom_1_to_k_colorsruns in polynomial time.
After the execution of algorithmfrom_1_to_k_colorswe are left with a feasible schedu

Sk for MIN -CS. In fact, a color and a starting time have been assigned to each callC.
Furthermore, for eachj , the relative delays between calls inDj have not changed wit
respect toS, henceSk is feasible.
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Let us now derive the completion time ofSk . For any wavelengthj , let Tj be the com-
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pletion time of calls to which colorj is assigned. Finally, letOPT1 andOPTk respectively
denote the optimal values for〈G,C〉 and〈〈G,k〉,C〉. For anyj , let ljmax = max{l(C): C ∈
Dj }. We have:

Tj � T

k
+ l

j
max.

Two cases may arise:

(1) l
j
max � T/k. In this caseTj � 2T/k � 2αOPT1/k � 2αOPTk . The last inequality

is proved by contradiction: ifOPT1/k > OPTk , we could use an optimal algorith
for MIN -CS to schedule instances ofMIN -CS1 and the corresponding completion tim
should be less thanOPT1.

(2) l
j
max> T/k. SinceOPTk � l

j
max, thenOPTk > T/k and thereforeTj < 2OPTk .

This completes the proof.�
Corollary 3.3. Let G be an interconnection network withm vertices. With respect to th
topology ofG, there exist polynomial-time approximation algorithms for call schedu
that have approximation ratios in

(i) O(log∆ · poly(log logm)) if G is an undirected mesh;
(ii) 4.4 log∆ + 3.2 if G is an undirected tree and(20/3) log∆ if G is a directed tree;
(iii) O(log∆ · logm) if G is an undirected, nearly-Eulerian uniformly high-diameter n

work.

Proof. Consider an instance〈〈G,k〉,C〉 of MIN -CS.
If G is an undirected mesh, we first solveMIN -CS1 by applyingTheorem 3.1and

exploiting the polynomial-timeO(poly (log logm))-approximation algorithm forPATH

COLORING in the mesh proposed in[18]. This yields anO(log∆ · poly(log logm))-
approximated solution for〈〈G,k〉,C〉. By applyingTheorem 3.2the claim follows.

The proof for trees is similar to the previous case. For undirected trees we use a re
[7], improving that of Raghavan and Upfal[19], yielding a 1.1OPT+0.8 approximated al
gorithm forMINIMUM PATH COLORING in undirected trees. Then, we applyTheorems 3.1
and3.2to derive an 4.4 log∆+3.2 approximated schedule forMIN -CS. In the directed cas
we use a result of Erlebach et al.[10] achieving with the same technique an approxima
ratio of (20/3) log∆ for MIN -CS.

Nearly-Eulerian, uniformly high-diameter graphs are planar graphs that exten
mesh.MINIMUM PATH COLORING in these graphs was studied in[14], where an Ølogm-
approximation algorithm was presented. Proceeding the same way as in the previous ca
we prove the last part of the corollary.�

As remarked in the introduction, the results presented in this and the next sectio
be extended to the case in which each call has a release date at the expense of a factor
the approximation ratio, using a result of[20].
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4. Call scheduling in directed trees
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A directed starΣm is a directed graph with vertex set{c, v1, . . . , vm} and arc se
{(c, vi), (vi , c): i = 1, . . . ,m}. An instance of the problem is now a pair〈Σm,C〉, whereC
is a set of directed calls.

We now show an approximation preserving reduction of call scheduling from dire
star networks to undirected stars.

Lemma 4.1. Given an instanceId of directed star-MIN -CS there exists an instanceIu

of undirected star-MIN -CS such that there exists a one-to-one correspondence bet
feasible solutions ofId andIu and the makespan of corresponding solutions is the sa

Proof. Let Id consist of a directed starΣm and a set of callsC in Σm. The correspondin
instanceIu = 〈Σu

2m,Cu〉 is derived as follows:

(1) each vertexvi in Σm, with the exception ofc, is replaced inΣu
2m by the pairvIN

i , vOUT
i

of vertices;
(2) each callC = (vi , vj , l(C)) ∈ C is replaced inCu by a new callCu = (vIN

i , vOUT
j , l(C)),

while a callC = (c, vj , l(C)) is replaced by a new callCu = (c, vOUT
j , l(C)).

A picture of this transformation is given inFig. 1. Notice that two calls inC conflict in
Σm if and only if the corresponding two calls inCu conflict in Σu

m. In fact, consider two
callsCd

1 = (vi , vj ) andCd
2 = (vh, vj ) (durations have been omitted for the sake of brev

belonging toId , thus conflicting on arc(c, vj ) of Σm (the case of a conflict on an arc(vi , c)

is treated the same). The transformation exposed above implies thatIu contains two calls
Cu

1 andCu
2 conflicting on edge(c, vOUT

j ) of Σu
2m. Conversely, if callsCd

1 andCd
2 do not

conflict, then the corresponding callsCu
1 andCu

2 do not conflict as well, by constructio
The same argument also applies in the other direction, i.e., two calls inCu conflict in Σu

m

if and only if the corresponding two calls inC conflict inΣm. As to this second case, reca

Fig. 1. Example of transformation from the directed to the undirected case.
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that we are restricting to instancesIu of the undirected case that correspond to instances
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Id of the directed case according to the above shown transformation.
Now, consider a feasible solutionSd of Id with makespanT ; the corresponding sched

uleSu for Iu is obtained as follows: if callC is scheduled at timet in Sd , the correspondin
call Cu is scheduled at timet in Su. Hence the makespan ofSu is T as well. We now show
that scheduleSu is feasible. To this purpose, assume two callsCu

1 andCu
2 are both sched

uled att . By construction, and sinceSd is feasible, the corresponding callsCd
1 andCd

2 are
also scheduled at timet and hence do not conflict inId . But then, as proved above,Cu

1 and
Cu

2 do not conflict either.
The proof that, given a feasible scheduleSu for Iu, we can derive a feasible schedu

Sd for Id with the same makespan is proved in the same way and is therefore omitte�
The theorem above yields an algorithm for star-MIN -CS1 in the directed case as stat

in the following

Corollary 4.2. There exist algorithms for star-min-cs1 and star-min-cs in the directed cas
that produce schedules whose completion times are at most2 times and4 times the opti-
mum respectively.

Proof. For star-min-cs1 use the result of[9] for Call Scheduling undirected star networ
and applyLemma 4.1.

The generalization to the case ofk colors easily follows fromTheorem 3.2.
In the case of tree networks we use the well known separator theorem[6,21]stating that

in anm-vertex treeT there exists at least one vertex (called a separator or median) w
removal splits the tree into subtrees, each containing at mostm/2 vertices. �
Theorem 4.3. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that finds a schedule for an
stance〈T ,C, k〉 of tree-MIN -CS in the directed case and whose completion time is at m

min

{
4 logm,

20

3
log∆

}
· OPT.

Proof. We first solve tree-MIN -CS1. To this purpose, if 4 logm � (20/3) log∆, we use the
following algorithm:

(1) Choose a medianv0 in T . Assignv0 level 0. LetT1, . . . , Th be the subtrees ofT
obtained by removingv0. Schedule calls that traversev0 using theMIN -CS algorithm
for directed stars.

(2) For i = 1, . . . , h, recursively apply the above procedure to each subtreeTi and to the
corresponding calls. At thej th step of the recursion, levelj is assigned to each ne
median. The procedure terminates when a level has been assigned to each vertT .

Exploiting the fact that there exists exactly one path between any pair of vertic
the tree, the above procedure assigns a levell to each vertex in the tree, with 0� l �
logm − 1. This way, each call may also be given a level, uniquely defined as that o
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lowest level vertex the call uses. This induces a partition of the set of calls into logm sets
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C0, . . . ,Clogm−1. Notice that:

(i) all calls of the same level using the same median can be scheduled using theMIN -CS

algorithm for directed stars;
(ii) all calls of the same level, but using different medians do not share any edge

their routes and can therefore be scheduled independently and in parallel.

Calls are scheduled in phases. In particular, during phasej calls in Cj (j = 0, . . . ,

logm − 1) are scheduled. More in detail, for each medianv of level j an instance
〈Σ(v),C(v)〉 of star-MIN -CS1 is solved, in whichΣ(v) is the star inT with central vertex
v andC(v) is the set containing all calls inCj that traversev. Notice that, ifi < j , then all
calls of leveli are terminated before the first call of levelj is scheduled. The consideratio
above andCorollary 4.2imply that the partial schedule of each of the log2 m phases ha
makespan at most 4OPT. Thus, the overall schedule has makespan at most 4 logm · OPT.

Instead, if 4 logm > (20/3) log∆ we apply Corollary3.3. �

5. Trees of rings and chains of rings

A Tree of rings[19] can be obtained from a tree by replacing each vertex of the tree b
a ring under the following constraints:

(i) rings corresponding to non-adjacent vertices of the tree have no vertex in common;
(ii) rings corresponding to adjacent vertices of the tree share exactly one vertex.

Given a tree of ringsTR, we uniquely associate a treeT (TR) to it in the obvious way:

(i) each vertex inT corresponds to exactly one ring inTR;
(ii) two vertices inT are adjacent if and only if the corresponding rings inTRshare one

vertex.

In the sequel, for anyv ∈ T (TR) let ρ(v) denote the corresponding ring inTR.
We consider only the directed case here. The undirected case can be solved in a

way using the results of[13]. In the remainder of this section, a callC ∈ C is calledinternal
to a ringρ if both its source and its destination belong toρ; a call that traversesρ but is
not internal toρ is externalto ρ.

In solving the scheduling step we use(12+ ε)-approximate algorithm forMIN -CS in
directed ring networks proposed in[4]. We denote this algorithm asDirectRingSchedulein
the remainder of this section.

The constants we obtain in this section are high, but it is shown in[4] that obtaining
approximation ratios better than 11 for Call Scheduling in ring networks may be a
trivial task.
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Theorem 5.1. There exists a polynomial algorithm to solveMIN -CS in directed trees of
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rings with approximation ratio(12+ε)�logr, r being the number of rings in the network

Proof. Given an instance〈〈TR, k〉,C〉, let r denote the number of rings inTR(and therefore
the number of vertices inT (TR)). We use the following algorithm, which directly deriv
from the one used to solve tree-MIN -CS applying the separator theorem toT (TR):

Choose a medianv0 in T (TR). Assignv0 level 0. We schedule calls that traverse r
ρ(v0) by defining an instance〈〈ρ(v0), k〉,C(v0)〉 of ring-MIN -CS in the directed case a
follows:

• C(v0) contains all calls that are internal toρ(v0);
• for each callC that is external toρ(v0), C(v0) contains a callC′ connecting the end

points of the portion of the call path that is internal toρ(v0) and having the sam
duration.

Now we applyDirectRingScheduleto 〈〈ρ(v0), k〉,C(v0)〉, obtaining a feasible schedu
in C(v0). From this we derive a feasible schedule forinternal and external calls traversin
ρ(v0) by completing the routing of externalcalls as follows: for each external callC ∈ C, if
C′ is routed clockwise (counterclockwise) in the solution to the instance〈〈ρ(v0), k〉,C(v0)〉
thenC is routed clockwise (counterclockwise) in all rings it traverses.

Let T1, . . . , Th denote the subtrees ofT (TR) obtained after the removal ofv0. For l =
1, . . . , h, recursively apply the above procedure to each subtreeTl and to the correspondin
calls.

The above procedure assigns a levell to each node inT (TR), with 0� l � �logr − 1.
As a consequence, a level is also assigned to each ring inTR, defined as that of the corre
sponding vertex inT (TR). This way, a level is given to each callC ∈ C, uniquely defined
as that of the lowest level ring inTR crossed byC. This induces a partition of the set
calls into�logr setsC0, . . . ,C�logr−1.

The correctness of the algorithm is based on the following observations:

(i) All calls of the same level traversing the same ringρ can be scheduled usingDi-
rectRingSchedule, therefore their schedules do not conflict. Moreover, since they
routed in the same direction in all rings, it follows that two calls that do not con
within ρ cannot conflict outsideρ.

(ii) All calls of the same level, but crossing different rings inTRdo not share any arc alon
their routes and can therefore be scheduled independently and in parallel.

SinceDirectRingScheduleis (12+ ε) approximate and since there are at most�logr
levels the thesis follows. �

Not surprisingly, a better bound can be proved if the tree-of-rings is actually a cha
rings, i.e., the topology ofT (TR) is a chain.

We first need some definitions. The two vertices of a ring by which it is joined to
remainder of the graph are calledhandles. The two branches connecting the handles
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calledupperandlower branch of the ring. Given a ring, external and internal calls can be
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defined analogously to the case of trees of rings. We can now prove the following:

Theorem 5.2. There exist approximation algorithms for call scheduling in directed ch
of rings with approximation ratio22+ ε, for anyε > 0.

Proof. Let 〈〈G,k〉,C〉 denote an instance ofMIN -CS in directed chains of rings. Consid
any ringρ. We schedule internal and external calls separately:

We schedule calls that are internal toρ usingDirectRingSchedule[4]. In this way we
obtain a schedule for internal calls (in all rings) that is within 12+ ε the optimum.

For external calls we proceed in two steps, first performing routing and then schedulin
As to the first step, every external call is routed arbitrarily in each of the rings it traverse
with the exception of the two rings containing the source and the destination vertic
which a call is always routed along the shortest path. In order to schedule externa
G is transformed into a directed chainG′ such that any ring inG with handlesα andβ

is replaced inG′ by a chain of vertices composed as follows: the left handle followe
the upper branch, then by the lower branch and the right handle. This defines a one
correspondence between vertices ofG and vertices ofG′.

An external callC ∈ C betweens andd is transformed into a callC′ having its source
and destination in the vertices ofG′ corresponding tos andd and with the same duratio
asC.

Observe that if two calls conflict inG after the routing has been performed, then
corresponding calls also conflict inG′; this follows by the definition ofG′. Notice that the
converse is not necessarily true.

Observe that the maximum loadL′ on any arc ofG′ is at most twice the optimum loa
of the external calls onG. This follows since every external call crosses at least one ha
and, for every ringρ, calls whose source (destination) is inρ are routed along the shorte
path inρ. In fact, consider any arce belonging toρ (assume without loss of generality th
e belongs to the upper branch ofρ and that it is directed clockwise) and lete′ denote the
corresponding arc inG′. Every call crossinge would, if routed in the other possible wa
traverse each arc belonging to the lower branchthat is directed counterclockwise. Th
implies the claim onL′.

Algorithm chain-MIN -CSproposed in[4] for call scheduling in chain networks can no
be applied toG′. This algorithm finds a schedule having makespan� 5L′/k in the case of
k � 1 wavelengths. SinceL′ � 2L∗ andL∗/k is a natural lower bound on the makespan
any schedule for the case ofk � 1 wavelengths, the scheduling of external calls compl
within 10 times the optimum. Recalling the contribution for the scheduling of internal
the thesis follows. �

We now turn to the undirected case. In the case of chains of rings a slightly better
can be obtained when the numberk of colors is 1 by using a 3-approximation algorith
for chain-MIN -CS1 [4]. In the general casek � 1, things proceed exactly the same way
in the directed case and we obtain the same approximation ratio.

In the case of undirected trees we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.3. There exists a polynomial algorithm to solveMIN -CS in undirected trees of
k.
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rings with approximation ratio(24+ε)�logr, r being the number of rings in the networ

Proof. The algorithm has the same structure as inthe directed case, it recursively assig
a level to each ring of the tree and then schedules calls that belong to different levels
joint time intervals. For the sake of brevity we focus our attention on the main differe
with respect to the directed case.

Consider any step of the recursion and letρ be the ring under consideration. In order
schedule all calls whose routes traverseρ we proceed in two steps:

(1) We route calls traversingρ using the polynomial time approximation scheme forRING

LOADING proposed in[13]. Observe that in this step we only route the portion of e
call that is internal toρ.

(2) We schedule calls routed at step (1). Indoing this we proceed in such a way that t
schedule we obtain remains feasible, independently of how calls are routed in
other thanρ.

We now show how to perform step (2), in such a way that calls that do not conflicρ

do not conflict in a different ring as well. LetC be the set of calls routed during step (
We reduce the problem of their scheduling to that of scheduling a setC ′ of calls in a new
ring ρ̂.

In the sequel, we say that a vertex inρ is sharedif this vertex is common toρ and to
some other ringρ′. ρ̂ is obtained fromρ by replacing each shared vertexv with a pair
of adjacent verticesvl andvr . More precisely, letu (w) be the vertex that is clockwis
(counterclockwise) adjacent tov in ρ. Then vertexvl is adjacent tou, while vr is adjacent
to w. Consider a callC in C that terminates atv; we say that the routing ofC obtained at
step (1) above is clockwise (counterclockwise) with respect tov if it traverses vertexu (w).
Fig. 2(a)shows a ringρ with 3 shared vertices, andFig. 2(b) shows the correspondin
ring ρ′.

For each callC in C there exists a callC′ in C ′; C′ has the same duration ofC and its
endpoints are defined as follows.

(1) C is internal, with endpointsx andy. In this caseC′ has the corresponding vertic
in ρ̂ as endpoints and its routing is obtained from that obtained forC at step 1 in the
obvious way.

(2) C is external. AssumeC crossesρ at some shared vertexz (seeFig. 2). In this
case the corresponding endpoint ofC′ is eitherzr or zl depending on whetherC is routed
clockwise or counterclockwise inρ with respect to vertexz. The extension to the cas
where both the source and the destination ofC do not belong toρ is immediate.

Notice that calls inC ′ that correspond to calls inC that share a shared vertex inρ have
overlapping routes inρ′. Fig. 2(a)shows the routing of a set of calls inρ, andFig. 2(b)
shows the routing of the corresponding calls inρ′.

Now we schedule calls inρ′ obtaining a schedule that is a constant factor away f
the minimum load of a link inρ′; this schedule defines for each callC′ in ρ′ a starting
time t (C′). To this aim, we use the same algorithm for directed rings, which also h
in the directed case[4] and yields a schedule whose makespan is at most 12+ ε times
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Fig. 2. (a) Original instance with 3 shared vertices (t , v, z) and possible routing for 3 callsC1, C2, C3. C1
and C3 are both external calls traversing the same shared vertexz (C3 is clockwise with respect toz, C1 is
counterclockwise with respect toz). C2 is internal. Only the portions ofC1 andC3 internal to the ring are shown
(b) Modified instance after splitting of shared vertices.

the maximum load on a link. This schedule allows to obtain a schedule for calls inC: the
starting time of callC in ρ is the starting timet (C′) of the callC′ that corresponds toC.

We claim that two callsC1 andC2 in C that cross ringρ do not overlap in other rings
Observe that if two external callsC1 andC2 traverse the same shared vertexv, then the
corresponding callsC′

1 andC′
2 have routes that conflict inρ′ and therefore are schedul

in disjoint time intervals. As a consequence obtaining a feasible schedule for callsρ′
allows to obtain a feasible one for calls inC as well.

Now, letL′ denote the load corresponding to the routing of calls of setC ′ in ρ̂. L′ is at
most twice the load of the corresponding routing for calls of setC in ρ, hence the makespa
of the schedule obtained at the end of step (2) is at most 24+ ε times the makespan of th
optimum schedule for calls traversingρ. If the tree of rings containsr rings there are
�logr levels in the recursion, hence the thesis follows.�

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have considered the problem of Call Scheduling in all-optica
works. We have proposed approximation algorithms with constant approximation ratio fo
star networks and approximation algorithms with logarithmic approximation ratio for
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networks. The result for tree networks has been extended to trees of rings. In particular, for
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chains of rings a tighter, constant approximation ratio has been proved.
Issues for future research include considering different topologies and characte

the classes for which the problem is still solvable with reasonable approximation fa
In particular, we are first interested in solving the problem by a two-level approach, w
routing is performed independently of scheduling. We want to remark that this app
yields non approximability results for the scheduling phase. Secondly, we think it wou
be quite interesting to consider routing and scheduling together. We ask whether th
considerably change the complexity of the problem. Finally, assuming known duratio
soon as calls are revealed may be unrealistic in several situations, hence we are consider
scenarios where call durations are known only by their expiry.
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